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the kodak company and general electric company, both of which used edison patents, refused to
license him, but this did not stop his own company from manufacturing items that used edison's
patents. in 1923, the edison foundation was formed to collect royalties and the rights to many of

edison's patents. the edison electric company in the 1930s was one of the first of the new general
electric companies, and was later spun off as a separate company in the 1950s. in 1932, edison was
inducted into the national inventors hall of fame, and in 1941, he was awarded the national medal of
science. after his death, the edison national historic site was created and is located on his new jersey

estate. edison's writings and inventions, which were compiled by the edison society, are housed in
the edison foundation. the thomas edison national historical park in west orange, new jersey,

encompasses the grounds on which thomas edison spent his childhood. in 1982, the edison awards
were established by the edison foundation. now in its 21st year, the edison awards are presented

annually to a recipient who has made a substantial and enduring contribution to the world of
technology. the awards are based on “the inventor's ideas, inventions, and achievement in the field
of technology." recipients are chosen by an international panel of experts. the awards ceremony and
banquet is held at the edison national historic site in west orange, new jersey. the edison awards are
among the highest honors in the technology world. a detailed listing of each year's awardees can be

found here.
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